
Sample Questions for The Certifi ed Healthcare CIO Examination

The following questions will not appear on The CHCIO Examination, but are similar in style and content to those 

that do appear on the examination. References and answers to the questions may be found on the next page.

1. Which of  the following is the MOST critical factor that a CIO should consider when deciding on a governance 

structure?

A. IT strategic plan

B. Business strategic plan

C. Patient satisfaction surveys

D. Business fi nancial statements

2. Which of  the Department of  Health and Human Services (HHS) offi ces is designated to oversee and enforce the 

patient privacy guidelines set forth in the Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of  1996?

A. Offi ce of  Medicare Hearings and Appeals

B. Offi ce of  Management and Policy

C. Offi ce of  Clinical Standards and Quality

D. Offi ce for Civil Rights

3. The CIO wants to publish a set of  metrics on a regular basis for distribution to the organization’s management 

team. In doing so, the CIO wants to instill a sense of  accountability within the IT department and show the value 

of  IT within the organization. In crafting a set of  relevant performance indicators, the CIO determines that there is 

no data yet available for a few of  the key metrics. Given the CIO’s goals, what is the BEST approach for reporting 

the metrics that currently lack data?

A. Publish only metrics for which data exists and do not waste time trying to measure the unmeasureable.

B. Use reliable estimates and include the metric on the monthly report noting that the data used are estimates.

C. Publish only metrics for which data exists and add the other metrics once data can be collected.

D. Include the metrics on the monthly report with the notation “data not available.”

4. The CIO reports to the COO, who in turn reports to the CEO. The CIO discovers that the COO has a substance 

abuse issue and confronts the COO with the evidence. The COO agrees that a problem exists and agrees to seek 

help. Over the course of  the next week, the CIO sees no change in behavior. Which of  the following is the CIO 

ethically obligated to do?

A. Intervene and report the impairment along with the details of  the conversation with the COO to the CEO.

B. Send an anonymous tip to the VP of  human resources, naming the COO and providing the supporting evidence.

C. Continue trying to convince the COO to seek treatment but do not violate the COO’s privacy by escalating.

D. Allow the situation to continue since it will soon become obvious to the CEO and be handled accordingly.

5. The CIO has been asked to present a review of  the business value for IS spending. The CIO should use which of  

the following to measure the value of  spending?

A. Percent of  net revenue and salary cost

B. Percent of  spending and staffi ng ratios compared to industry

C. Percent of  operating expenses and net revenue

D. Percent of  operating expense and capital



Sample Questions for The Certifi ed Healthcare CIO Examination:

Answers and References

Answers:
1. Which of  the following is the MOST critical factor that a CIO should consider when deciding on a governance 

structure? 

B. Business strategic plan

2. Which of  the Department of  Health and Human Services (HHS) offi ces is designated to oversee and enforce the 

patient privacy guidelines set forth in the Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of  1996?

D. Offi ce for Civil Rights

3. The CIO wants to publish a set of  metrics on a regular basis for distribution to the organization’s management 

team. In doing so, the CIO wants to instill a sense of  accountability within the IT department and show the value 

of  IT within the organization. In crafting a set of  relevant performance indicators, the CIO determines that there is 

no data yet available for a few of  the key metrics. Given the CIO’s goals, what is the BEST approach for reporting 

the metrics that currently lack data?

D. Include the metrics on the monthly report with the notation “data not available.”

4. The CIO reports to the COO, who in turn reports to the CEO. The CIO discovers that the COO has a sub-

stance abuse issue and confronts the COO with the evidence. The COO agrees that a problem exists and agrees 

to seek help. Over the course of  the next week, the CIO sees no change in behavior. Which of  the following is the 

CIO ethically obligated to do?

A. Intervene and report the impairment along with the details of  the conversation with the COO to the 

CEO.

5. The CIO has been asked to present a review of  the business value for IS spending. The CIO should use which of  

the following to measure the value of  spending?

C. Percent of  operating expenses and net revenue
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